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In this paper tbe conditions for the existence of canstant phase for certain period durin burning in an 
orthodox gun with conatant bore resistance h8oe been obtained and then the internal ballistios ia c8~ulated. . 
(The internal ballistics of an-orthodox gun with constank bore re~istance having single charge was 
h d d  by Clemmowl, Kapurs and Rap .  Kapur discussed the problem in a general non-isothermal 
model and Ray discussed the problem in an isotherplsl model and obtained and approximate solution which 
is valid for M around unity. He also integrated the eqgati~n numerically and obtained some numerical 
results which the author uses for numrical calculation. -it i s  very difficult to solve for the internal ballistics 
of the gun having moderated charges with wnstanq bore r:&stance, But it has been demonstrated that if 
a moderated charge of two componenti (of which first in known .aqd the seoond component is ~ J S Q  known 
except for the size and shape) burns in an orthodox gun the pressure can be kept constant during the period 
of burning of the second component. Generally, the solution determines two relations from which the size 
propellant component can be determined, the solution during the fust stage'of buro- 
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B ~ b t i c  equations when the first component burns with usual n6tations the basic equations are 
" C$.& (b1-$) ) + a  (y-1) -I$ -I- . &CIZl=P { ~ o + d x - - ~   $;- 
" 
The equation of burning 
- t 
d f 2  4x =-BnP (13) - 
- . -  - . - a - -:_- _ -  
- t  T A U \  .- 
$ .* .: a A 
arrd the fGrm function - - ii . -  % 4 v 
z2 = (1 f2) i x  + 8,3) (14) 
We are to obtain a solution of these equations with initi.1 conditions x = z ~ l ,  P = Pel2 v = 
at  f2 = 1. Here X B ~ ,  V B ~  and Pal are the values of x, v, P w%en the- first component has just burnt 
out. \ 
A 
Let us a s s q e  that a solution of the above eq@th,n is' possible .- with -- 
P = PEL - (la) 
and seek conditions that his solution-may g ives  i= +v = 
. 
at f2 = 1 and that the system of 
equations (11) to (14) may remain consistent for the solution P = Pol. 
Now from (12) and (13) with (15) - " ,  - - - - 
dv 
- AD, PBI - P B  - _ - - -  
P 2  ~1 afi PEl 
or 
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By (13) and (15), the above equation reduea to . 
dtz: -AD2' ' P B ~  LPR 
' 3 - -  
a f t  Baa ,l . PBI - (17) 
-" 
~ntepting (16) with initial conditions that a; vB; a t  - f2 = 1 w-e have 
. 
, 
V = VBl  + - -- (18) 
Taking (18) and (15) into consideration (11) may be written as 
'&!& C,4 = pBI {-go f AX - - 
- a  
*. 
C2 8s - C ~ Z ~ ( ~ ,  - t) -.cl  b, ) -+ 
I AB2  Pa - PR 2 + i j q ( ~ - l )  { V a l + =  - - 3 5 - % - ( 1 - f 2 ) }  - k ~ ~ a x ( y - - l ) ' ( 1 9 )  
- .  
!#!he equations (19) and (14) wilt give x a s s  funo6tf,nnof &during th? second stage of burning. Now 
we impose the mditions that (19) sfurtvll give s = 8 ~ 1 ,  v = v ~ t  at f2 = 1 and further that (191 be , 
\ consistent with (17). Now x = x ~ l ,  f2 = '1 and 2, = 0 will satisfy (19) if A 
- - ._ 
c2 P?c~=&( & + A x -  - -C1bl 
82 ) + 01 (Y - 1, vs12 f APR SBI ( y  -- 1)  
- - - 
w&h is h e ,  for a = X B ~ ,  v = vit, f = Pal, /;= 6,B1 f 1 satisfy equation (1)  and this equation 
for these vduee of these variables is idarit~al with the above equation. 
- ,  p. - 
w diffmntisting (19) and (14) with respect to f2 we have 
- f a ) )  + 
and these last two equations with (13) and (15) give 
{ ~ 2 ~ ~ + ~ B l c 2 ( b 2 - ~ ) ) ~ = - - - -  
AD2 PBI - PR 402 P B ~  -- PR 
-- (1- --8; -PB1[.VB1 + pn 
P B l  
Brm G v = d t  = V B ~  at f2 = l? 
Dm, Sox. 5., VoFq$6, Jmr 1M6 ' 
1 
Hence, we ge2 
D2 
, Y A  ,*~ l  
i + e 2 =  (90) 
6 
Now in order to satisfy the condition that (17) and (19) should be consistent we differentiate (19) twiy 
with respect to  f,. 1 
Now we have 
1 A2 022 3 k 2 c 2 +  P ~ . o ~ ( ~ ~ - ) ]  ( - P n _ )  P B ~  + ( ~ - 1 ) g  + ,rr*" 
;. : 
d2 z2 I 
8ince -= - 2 8%. df%= 
I 
We have - 
- 
2 e2 = fzq a s* 
F% C2 -+ Pnl C2 , *  I 
The simultaneous sathfaction of the Equations (20) and (21) gives the condition that P = PB1 may 
- PR be the wlution of the equations (11) to (14). FrGm (21) it ia_evide~$ that 0, must be negative also  
- - _ &  
d " P B ~  
is considered to be less than unity in order to have the forward ~akWq$*s ?$at. Heq&e+f$e s e o ~ n d  pxw 
pellank component of moderated chqge should have progressively increasixig lpwni~g surfme. 
- --- - 
- .  
Let us introduce the following dimensianless constants 
%/ 
-- 
D21P2 ( 2 )  F2C2 - B;> Dl/pl  = %, B2 = 3 1  c1 
- 
and - _ .  -L.* " - 7 : -.-- 
" .  & ' * *  " 
% .  
. . ..i";: 
1- -
P B ~  
- P R I -  ' " 
' - a<q#;.> , 
We have the required conditiam 
y a0 r]B1 
, 1 + 8% = ------ 
I Pa + 5 ~ 1  B2 . (22) 
and 
1 y M 1 a 0 2 P ~ '  2 0 , ~ -  P o  4- S B I - B ~  - ' (@).. 
Equations(22) and (23) actually give two relations connecting four parameters uo, Po, 0, bnd- -B2 
- 
defining second propellant component, the properties and m?ss of the first component being assumed 
. -  * - 
c2 to be known. B2 involves C2, b2 and S2 of whioh C2 and 8, or - were as noted earlier, supposed to 
6 2  
be known in the integrations of the equations for the first stage of burning. When b2 is given B2 may be 
, . taken to be known for a given gun. Again lzvolves P2 and C2 an& with suitable choice of the propellant . 
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, 
one may suppose $hat Po is also known, Hence we may look uj?on (22) and (23) as two equations for O2 
and a,,. To complete our solution we s h o d  how that, as given by (22) and (23) a, is positive and O2 
satisfies - 1 < O2 1 for practical values of constants involves in (22) and (23). 
Eliminating 0, from (22) and (23) one gets 
Y M ~ ~ ~ P R '  + 2 ~ @ % q ~ 1 * " 2 ( / ? o f  CBLB~)=O 
I 
sign before the radical one we have 
n his paper obtained some numerical resdts about the ballistic variables for the Ortho- 
ant bore resistance in an isothermal model for the tubular propellant only. 
=1, y=1'25, 01=0, B1=O and (,',=0.1 
---- 
(Resistanoe) (Size) (shape) 
0.9 0.8840 .' . -0.3793 
0.7 0.9453 -0.3365 
0.5 1.044 -4.2670 
0.3 1- 134 -@+&53 
0.1 le&95'_ . 1 -4-P **- . 01B3 
W PRt. 
?o , , 
----: ., 
' 0, 
- 
0.9 1.1546 -0- 6125 
0.7 1.2675 4 . 5 7 4 6  , 
0.5 1.427 -0.5212 ' 
0.3 1.685 -0.4347 ~ 
0.1 2.225% 4 . 2 5 3 4  
Let M 1 = 2 ,  y =  1'26, 01=0, .Fll = 0  a ~ d  g o =  0'1 
We take from tables in Ray's paper 
TABLE 3 
\ tB1 = 0.468, 'lgl - 1.237, taking /3, = 1, B, = 0.26 
0s p ~ '  a0 
- 
0 .9  0.5227 -0.2762 
0.7 0.5503 -0.2381 
0.5 0.5730 -0.2066 
0.3 0.6270 4 . 1 3 1 8  
0.1 0.6850 -0- 0516, 
* '. .~ 
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Also from (18i we can show t 
i - 
438 
-= l'+ a@ x*- 
" 
43 -PBe) ,. - 
'h %I (%p 
-&" I - 
r -A - .  "L" & ) - ,  1 A C K N O W L E B G E M I N T  - ,. 
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